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OPENING SCENE
This is the opening
scene or sequence
of the story. The
protagonist must be
introduced within
1-3 scenes.

OPENING IMAGE
The “first
impression” of your
story. This section
sets the tone, mood
and scope of your
entire project.

THEME STATED
At this point, your
secondary character
poses a question or
statement to your
main character. This
question is the
theme of the story

STORY A

What is the primary
story of your book?
What characters are
involved?

BLONDIE MARIE
STORY MAPPING

PART 1—THE SET UP

> Introduce the protagonist, hook the reader and set up the First Plot Point
(foreshadowing, establishing the stakes)
> A major goal here is establishing empathy (not necessarily likeability) for the
protagonist.
> This part takes up approximately 1/4 of the book.
TIPS BEFORE STARTING
> Define elements of character tension and compatibility.
> Define major conflicts of the Act and possible solutions.

HOOK MOMENT
Threading from the
Theme Statement,
this section is the
“thesis” of the story
—what question
does the reader
want an answer to?
What itch needs to
be scratched?

INCITING INCIDENT
(optional)
Like the catalyst, but
Part 1-specific. The
game-changing
event occurring
during this section;
often leading to a
decision at the First
Plot Point

DEBATE
This is the point of
no return—your
character must make
a choice.

SET-UP
In this section,
introduce or hint at
the other characters
in your A story; plant
character tics to be
addressed later on
in the story.

CATALYST
What life-changing
event will knock
down the entire
house of cards? The
catalyst serves as a
way to motivate
your character from
“problem” to action.
FIRST PLOT POINT
Antagonist forces
fully come into play
here, defining the
goal, stakes, and
obstacles for the
protagonist. This is
the first time the
meaning and
implications of the
antagonistic events
are seen.

